The vision to look ahead…

Weir rewarded for
commitment to
nuclear market

After years of inactivity, new build nuclear power projects are back on the agenda
for many countries and the demand for the equipment needed to build them is
accelerating. Weir Power & Industrial has had a number of recent successes in
China’s nuclear new build program, for both the reactor island and the
conventional island. With an established reputation in the market Weir is one of
the few companies which continued to invest in its nuclear capabilities over the
past decades, putting it in a strong position around the globe.
By Christian Borrmann & Joanne McIntyre
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logical that they would look to France and
its highly successful technology. The fact
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products to Areva and EDF enabled us to
establish solid relationships with the
Chinese from very early on.”

China powering ahead
China has the potential to be the largest
nuclear new build market in the world with
in excess of 100 reactors either planned or
under construction. Mr Roger Griffin,
Regional Managing Director, explains why
nuclear power will become so important for
China in the years ahead. “Today 80% of
China’s electrical power is produced by
burning coal, 15% is hydroelectric, while oil
and gas-fired generation make up just 3%.
This means that currently nuclear is only
providing around 2% of the country’s power
needs. However the incredible growth in
demand which China has experienced over
the last ten years has resulted in power
shortages and high pollution levels as a
result of its dependency on fossil fuels.”
An additional important factor is that China’s
dependency on coal creates huge
inefficiencies; most of its coal is located in

At 5 meters tall and 750mm in diameter, the Main Steam Isolation Valves supplied to the
Qinshan Nuclear Power Station Phase II Extension Project, are the largest Weir has
manufactured at its Elland (UK) plant.
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A key advantage of the Hopkinsons parallel
slide gate valve is that fluid-tightness is
maintained without the aid of a wedging
action. No mechanical stress is exerted
between the discs, and the valve is not
subjected to dangerous strains on opening
or closing.

The Tricentric® triple offset metal seated
butterfly valve is installed on various nuclear
applications, including containment isolation
and service water systems. The torque seated
design removes position seating concerns and
the non-interference seat and seal design
eliminates binding wear and tear.
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The Tricentric® triple offset butterfly valve is

products in its plants. As a global business,

manufactured at the company’s facility in

Weir is ideally positioned to support China’s

Ipswich, Massachusetts. “Since its

ambition for that in the future.”

introduction as the first triple offset butterfly
valve produced in North America in the

The Sebim Tandem design is an innovative
concept for over-pressure protection in the
cooling circuit, incorporating two
independent pilot-operated safety valves
housed in the same body. The first valve
ensures pressure safety and relief, while the
second valve provides fail safe protection in
the event of a failure of the primary valve, to
significantly reduce accidental coolant loss.
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Think globally, act locally

1970s, the Tricentric has established a

At Weir the emphasis is on strong
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personnel from around the world. This smart
assimilation of information from one region
and applying it in another is typical of the
Weir Group’s strategy. “Our dedicated global
nuclear team combines expertise from our
American, French and UK operations to
achieve commonality in how we approach
the markets,” Mr Griffin continues. “This
centralized expertise allows us to quickly
reach and service markets as they open up.
The local team brings invaluable insight
before and during the bidding phase, and is
complemented by the global nuclear team.
This team contains dedicated regional Key
Account Managers, allowing us to link up
international players and operations and
ensure that we are in the right place at the
right time. In the nuclear business there is a
process of up to three years to position
yourself properly for a project and make sure
you’re in the right place with the right
technical products when they are needed.”
Mr Griffin: “Collecting input from every part
of the world ensures that all information is
linked into a central system. The process is
well supported and financed by the group as
a whole. Underpinning our approach, and at
the heart of our philosophy, is that the
company thinks globally and acts locally.”

Future outlook
“We will continue to serve our traditional
global markets of Europe and North
America,” says Dr Boyce. “At the same
time China will be an important market for
Weir in the years to come. On a global
perspective approximately 75% of currently
established nuclear plants include Weir
equipment, and that figures looks set to
Hopkinsons parallel slide gate valves undergoing final checks at the Elland (UK) plant.

grow,” concludes Dr Boyce.

there were no new build projects and will
help us to succeed in the emerging markets.

Facts & Figures

When power plants shut down for planned

Name:

Weir Power & Industrial Division, part of Weir Group

Headquarters:

East Kilbride, UK

maintenance, they know that Weir already
has 30 years of experience of supporting
plants like theirs during routine and
unplanned maintenance schedules, and this

Key industries:

Power generation, oil & gas, chemical and general industry

Brands:

Atwood & Morrill; Batley Valve; Blakeborough; Hopkinsons;

instills confidence in our clients. We

MAC Valves, Roto-Jet Pump; Sarasin-RSBD; Sebim; Tricentric;

understand the issues and know the

Wemco Pump

technology.”

Products:

The company has established a cross-

Critical service and safety valves for isolation and control,
specialist pumps, service solutions for flow control and

divisional Nuclear Forum to combine the

rotating equipment

company’s vast experience and
understanding of developments in the

Manufacturing &

marketplace. The Forum is attended by Weir

service facilities:

Europe, Middle East, Far East, North America

Power & Industrial sales and operations
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